How time flies! The four years PhD time is going to draw an end. I still feel that my first arrival at the central station of Groningen happened not long ago. The four years' staying in this small, quiet and beautiful city undoubtedly leaves a unique and deep impression in my mind and will still shine in my later life. Even though I am not a person who socialize much, there are still a lot of memories emerging now when I am sitting in the corner of my office. In fear of losing these moments many years later, I write this chapter to record and thank the people who flash into my mind.
My sincere gratitude goes to my Supervisors Claudio De Persis, who is knowledgeable, sharp and witty. I would like to thank him gratefully for his patience when I got stuck, his rigor when I was sloppy, and his encouragement when I was unconfident. He always encourages me to try my best in pursuing simple and interesting problems, and criticizes me for the messy communication skills. Looking back to the first year when I was here, these criticisms and encouragement make me improve greatly in being as a Phd. I would also like to thank my co-promoter Pietro Tesi for his guidance in the problem formulation and paper writing. He is easygoing, smart and good at listening. With not many words, he could easily convey sharp thought. All in all, pursuing the Phd under the supervision of my supervisors is very comfortable and more like to learning and fighting with two experienced friends. I am also grateful to Nima Monshizadeh for the nice discussion and help in working on the problem in the fifth chapter. His flexibility and quick thinking really impress me.
I would like to thank the assessing committee for their dedication in reading my thesis and provide me with their instructive suggestions. I should also thank the group support team, especially Frederika for her effort in the conferences, events and group outings. 
